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W hile Melissa �nishes stu�ng 
her backpack at the end-
of-the-dirt-road trailhead, 
I savor a half-rack of ribs 

bought in Page and warmed on the truck’s 
hot dashboard as we bumped around Navajo 
Mountain’s base this �ne summer day. 
Seated on a gnarled juniper, I mull over my 
reasons for returning to this place. Apart 
from wanting to share it with my wife, “a 
certain morbid curiosity” compelled me, 
like Edward Abbey, “to see again, after an 
absence of many years, the shimmer of brassy 
waters under the sun, the tapestried walls 
of half-sunken canyons, the crooked little 
grottoes that wind back into the underworld 
of stone.”

Largely shunning Lake Powell in 
the past, I am ready in late midlife to face 
“America’s Natural Playground” (in the hype 
of marina concessionaire Aramark), the blight 
that snu�ed out Glen Canyon. As recent 
converts to packrafting, we both look forward, 
if guardedly, to visiting Rainbow Bridge the 
roundabout way. 

We pass �ve backpackers from Colorado 
as we descend the trail into the canyons. �ey 
will be the only people we see until Rainbow 
Bridge. Navajo Mountain, Naatsis’áán, 
bulges with stately presence beyond the rim, 
snowcapped even this late. It plays a crucial 
role in the sacred geography of the Diné, who 
believe it to be the head of Earth Woman, a 
con�guration of landmarks stretching from 
Utah into New Mexico. Naatsis’áán is also the 
birthplace of Monster Slayer, one of the twin 
culture heroes that enliven Diné mythology. 

On cli� bands backing the pack trail 
that plunges into aptly named Bald Rock 
Canyon, we spot a life-size petroglyph of a 
Navajo horse with ornate saddle and bridle. 
At our �rst camp, in the gorge’s bottom, 
miniature cascades splash across laminate 
sandstone. Cottonwoods shade the spacious 
patio. In the distance, cream-colored 
sandstone scarps gouge Earth Woman’s 
forested brow. Before sunset daubs vermilion 
onto her scalp and darkness drowns salmon-
pink walls, I explore a band shell alcove 
up high. I discover ruins, a �int tool and a 
metate for grinding corn. 

We don’t bother pitching our tent, 
bedding down on natural �agstone, soon 
pulled under by the creek’s chiming. 
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First Encounter
�e devil is in the details, or in red rock country, rather 

in the detours. Its opposite also resides here: Transcendence. 
Sublime mystery. O�-trail progress through this terrain is always 
painful and seldom straightforward—as the raven �ies is not as 
the canyoneer walks. But it holds countless rewards, bestowing 
memories nested like Russian dolls that sustain you forever.

I recall my �rst visit to Rainbow Bridge, 15 years 
ago, with my friend Morris, a one-armed retiree living in 
Hanksville, Utah. (He lost his limb to a farming machine 
decades before.) We’d started our multi-day trip from the 
side of Navajo Mountain, opposite to where Melissa and I 
parked this time. In the grid of dirt roads that score the 
reservation, we somehow had managed to miss the trailhead 
near the remains of a defunct tourist lodge. Instead of following 
the well-worn pack trail to Yabut Pass, Morris and I dropped 
into Tsagieto Canyon, one of numerous drainages channeling 
into Aztec Creek. It should eventually funnel us to the bridge. 
According to my map, Tsagieto joins Aztec Creek, which in turn 
merges with Cli� Canyon, then with a connector, the slickrock 
fault of Redbud, and at long last, Bridge Canyon.

�e verdant touch of spring then was evident throughout the 

canyons, as it is today. Gnarled cottonwoods had softened with 
pea-green, semi-translucent foliage, which unfolded tenderly 
toward the light. A miniature forest of seedlings had sunk 
taproots into the moist sand along the creek’s margins. In a heart-
wrenching gesture of patience and parsimoniousness, one old-
timer had twisted itself around a fat boulder by the water. 

We soon descended Forbidden Canyon, another name for 
Aztec Creek, which really should have been “Forbidding.” Its 
tightening rock throat forced us to benchwalk above gaping 
narrows pitted with potholes too deep to wade. At exposed spots, 
we found crude steps hacked from the stone—footholds for mules 
or men. Rotting belay posts had been used to lower their packs.

My calves and thighs were crosshatched from bushwhacking; 
a cactus spine lodged in my little toe while another had punctured 
the gallon-size water jug I’d strapped to my backpack. For good 
measure, the palm of my hand throbbed with a cut su�ered from 
climbing over a barbed wire fence the previous day. Morris, his 
eyes twinkling blue under silvery eyebrows and a sweat-stained 
baseball cap, looked only slightly better. My focus on the pain, 
like our benchwalking, came to a sudden end when we found 
ourselves boxed in by walls and a drop 30 feet high that required a 
rope, which we hadn’t brought.

A black, stream-polished boulder close by bore chipped 
initials: JW. It marked the point where the veteran guide and 
Kayenta-based Indian trader John Wetherill was thwarted during 
an earlier attempt to �nd Rainbow Bridge. In 1909, with the help 
of a Paiute guide and after weeks of meandering, he succeeded and 
became the �rst white man to behold this natural wonder. We did 
too, that time, though only after backtracking and picking up the 
trailhead near the crumbling lodge and its decaying corral.

Two days later, en route from Redbud to Cli� Canyon, we 
passed a rock art panel in an alcove. �e �gure that stood out 
most to me was the white silhouette of a �ute player. Commonly 
mistaken for Kokopelli, and sometimes shown with a humplike 
bulge that could be a pack, it represents the deity of the Hopi 
Flute Clan. �e pictograph commemorates the Hopi ancestors’ 
wanderings toward the tribe’s current home on the mesas after 
they emerged from a mythic underworld into the fourth, the 
present one. �e people split up on separate courses to lands 
the creator had chosen for them. Traveling in each of the four 
directions, to where land meets the sea, they measured their new 
world step by step, thereby claiming it. In the course of their 
journey, they branched and branched again, forming the clans that 
still organize Hopi society. Each clan treasures stories—and icons 
like the �ute player—that are speci�c to these peregrinations. 

Talk about reaching a destination circuitously. 

Facing Nonnezoshi Again
�e next day, Melissa and I delve deeper into this maze. On a 

simmering hillside, a hogan built from juniper trunks broods in the 
sun. Silvered with age, light beaming through substantial chinks, 
it holds a shepherd’s e�ects: a kerosene lantern, a primitive stove, 
co�eepot and sundry containers. 

We wend our way down lush and luscious Bridge Canyon 
for what feels like eternity. Guiding the �nal approach, Wingate 
sandstone blinkers our vision. One last bend straightens out, and 

Approaching Rainbow Bridge from up-canyon

Photo by Michael Engelhard 
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there it is. �e curve of a mustang’s neck. A dream’s trajectory. 
Muscular yet weightless—the most elegant rock parabola you’ll 
ever lay eyes upon. Despite having seen photos, nothing could have 
prepared us for this. �e second-largest geological bridge on earth 
glows as if from within, powered by midday glare. Clouds �ock in 
the blue space above like Churro lambs gone astray.

�e Rainbow of Stone consists of two beings, male and female, 
stretching across the canyon. All other rainbows stem from it. Diné 
worshippers travel to Nonnezoshi to be cured of bad dreams. At a 
nearby spring, they pray for healthy horses, cattle and sheep. Harm 
will come to �e People should the bridge fall, a prediction says. 
A bronze plaque in the span’s foot credits Nasja Begay, who led 
John Wetherill here 11 decades ago. In 1910, this became Rainbow 
Bridge National Monument, and Wetherill was its �rst custodian. 
It was long accessible to the hardy and dedicated only. From the 
mid-1960s on, Glen Canyon Reservoir allowed boatloads of thrill 
seekers—tens of thousands in some seasons—to buzz in from 
Page for an e�ortless day trip up the narrows of Bridge Canyon. 
Tranquility and the bridge’s physical survival was endangered when 
the manmade tide threatened to erode sandstone foundations. At 
the last minute, a lawsuit the Sierra Club �led supported by many 
Diné prevented further encroachment.

In the ramada near the �oat docks, we �lter drinking water 
from a reed-lined rill. A ranger group greets us while sneakered 
tourists, a few smoking, stroll up from “the lake.”

�e hardest part of our trip lies ahead: crossing the blasted 
“aqua-park for the a¨uent” in six-foot in�atables, dodging 
houseboats and wakes of frat-boy-manned powerboats below the 
cli�s’ bathtub-ring scum-stain of salts, minerals, silt; then humping 
50-pound packs through tamarisk hell, up Cha Canyon, past ribbon 
falls and beaver ponds, back to the trail. We’ll have to �nd strength 
in thoughts Abbey recorded when he guiltily sojourned on one of 
the �eet’s condo-behemoths a few years before his death.

“�ough much has been lost, much remains,” the word trickster 
wrote at roughly my age.

True enough. On calm days, the reservoir seems leaden, inert. 
But geologists say that hundreds of feet below, the Colorado still 
�ows, a ghost river, restless, bound for the sea.

Michael Engelhard works as a wilderness guide in the Grand 
Canyon and Alaska and currently lives in Flagsta�. 

Rainbow Bridge 
Information on the 18-mile trek to Rainbow Bridge can be 

found on the National Park Service’s web page for Rainbow 
Bridge National Monument. Two unmaintained trails 
leading to the bridge traverse rough canyon country. �e trip 
is not recommended for the beginning, casual or careless 
hiker. Both trails span tribal lands, and a backcountry permit 
is required from the Navajo Nation.

Historical Navajo horse petroglyph. 
Photo Credit: Michael Engelhard

Descending into Bald Rock Canyon, 
with Navajo Mountain in the distance
Photo by Melissa Guy 

"Off-trail progress through this terrain is always 
painful and seldom straightforward—as the raven 

flies is not as the canyoneer walks. "

Historic Navajo horse petroglyph
Photo by Melissa Guy 




